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Analytic framework

• Matched laboratory, immunization, hospitalization databases building on 
prior methodology (Rosenberg et al MMWR, NEJM 2021)

• Analysis represents 32 million NYS and CA residents 18+

• Life-table hazard rates of incident laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 cases 
and hospitalizations
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Results: New COVID-19 cases in NYS

↑ 4.5-fold risk ↑ 14.7-fold risk 

↑ 19.8-fold risk 

Oct 3 week:

• Rate highest for no 
previous diagnosis & not 
fully vaccinated

• Rate lowest for persons 
previously diagnosed & 
vaccinated
(Small advantage to 
vaccine after diagnosis)

• Differences emerged in 
post-Delta era when 
vaccine effectiveness 
declined

• Additional analyses:
Little evidence of waning
protection from prior 
infection



Similar results for CA COVID-19 cases & hospitalizations

Cases Hospitalizations

↑ 21-fold risk ↑ 56-fold risk 

↑ 59-fold risk 

Oct 3 - 16:



Recent international results in alignment    (all for cases) 
• France: Nation-wide case-control study (Grant et al, Lancet Reg. Health Nov 25)

o Relative to unvaccinated/no previous diagnosis, VE for symptomatic Delta variant cases
▪ Lowest for those vaccinated/no previous diagnosis (67%). 
▪ Strong for those previously diagnosed within 2-6 months, whether vaccinated (VE = 96%) or unvaccinated 

(95%). 
▪ Decline in protection for “older” infections diagnosed >6 months ago (VE = 74%)

• United Kingdom: SIREN cohort of healthcare workers (Hall et al, medrxiv Dec 1)

o Relative to unvaccinated/no previous diagnosis, estimated VE for cases:
▪ Lowest for those vaccinated/no previous diagnosis (mid 60%s). 
▪ Strong if previously diagnosed within 2-6 months, whether vaccinated (VE > 90%) or not (VE mid 80%s). 
▪ Little decline in protection for “old” infections: Mid-80%s VE up to 15 months prior, mid 70% for those ≥15 

months.

• Israel: National database cohort (Goldberg et al, medrxiv Dec 5)

o Rates: (no previous diagnosis & vaccinated) < (previous diagnosis & unvaccinated) < (previous 
diagnosis & vaccinated)

o Rates declined with time since vaccine and since infection
o Signal of high benefit from boosters



Conclusions from New York and California analysis

• Both vaccination and having survived COVID-19 provided protection
▫ Surviving previous infection more protective than vaccination alone, during Delta era

▫ Yet initial SARS-CoV-2 infection has significant risks for severe illness, death

▫ Only vaccination and staying up-to-date boosters is recommended

• Very high risks for unvaccinated
▫ Among unvaccinated, 20% previously diagnosed = only some may be relying on 

prior infection for protection

▫ Essential to reach the other 80%

• Key limitations
▫ Added value of boosters not demonstrated

▫ Analysis ends before Omicron variant, for which primary series and prior infection 
may be less protective

• However, a number of new studies in recent two weeks …



New UK SIREN results: post-Omicron, with boosters  (Jan 14, for cases)

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1046853/technical-briefing-34-14-january-2022.pdf



Reinfections in NYS suggest changing protection from prior infection, post-Omicron

• Extends past new MMWR 

into Omicron period

• 3.7% of 4.9 million positive 

results are reinfection

▫ 83% occurred > Dec. 13 

▫ But still only a small portion 

of total cases

https://coronavirus.health.ny.gov/covid-19-reinfection-data



Thank you!

Eli Rosenberg, PhD
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With much thanks to the full collaborative NYS DOH, CA DPH, CDC team
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